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Review of 2013
Summary
Demand

Supply

•

A bounce back of office take up. An
increase from 2012’s historic low by 71%
to 231,250 sq ft.

•

Despite improved take up, office supply
levels showed only a marginal decrease
of 4% to 682,000 sq ft.

•

2013’s office take up is slightly above the
5 year average of 224,000 sq ft.

•

Industrial supply levels showed a
significant drop of 22% to 1,487,000 sq ft.

•

Industrial take up followed the upward
trend rising 63% on 2012 to 849,000 sq
ft, the highest take up level since 2007.

•

Industrial supply is now below the 5 year
average of 2,080,000 sq ft for the first
time since the start of the recession.

Midland House, Oxford

Isis House, Oxford

Acquisition of 16,000 sq ft of refurbished
prominent office space for Darbys solicitors.

A letting to Argenta and subsequent
investment sale of this laboratory building to a
family trust.

Top Rents

Office Market in 2013

Industrial Market in 2013

Top Rents

Grade A rents remain at 2012 levels of £22.50
per sq ft. Incentive levels reduced during the
year to 18 months.

The first half of 2013 was rather quiet but the long hot summer and improving
economic data saw optimism and positivity returning to the market. Demand
increased significantly in the final quarter and occupiers started to talk about
growth and expansion, words that have been forgotten for the last 5 years

Office Rent Graph for 2013

The resultant take up of 231,250 sq ft showed a 71% increase on 2012 and
included two significant deals on the Oxford Science Park to Trip Advisor and
Holiday Lettings who relocated from elsewhere in Oxford. Another significant
letting was 4650 Kingsgate, let to Lifecell relocating from Kidlington to an office
suite that has been vacant since 2001.

2013 was a positive year in the industrial and logistics sector and we are more
optimistic than at any point in recent years. The year was dominated by a
recovery in the manufacturing sector with transactions such as Atlas Copco’s
acquisition of 35,700 sq ft of space in Abingdon characteristic of improvement in
the engineering and technology sectors. The warehouse market also improved
although constraints on profit margins has meant that rental growth has been
more limited. More encouraging was the return to the market of the trade
retailers and whilst the proportion of the transactions in this sector is relatively
small it does demonstrate the return of consumer activity.

Despite increased confidence levels headline
rents remained at £8.00 per sq ft for 2013
although incentives for ingoing occupiers have
started to decline as the markets starts to
move.
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Out of the 35 deals recorded only 4 were over 10,000 sq ft and 55% were less
than 5,000 sq ft in size. 2013 showed relatively few large office deals with only 3
major deals and the average deal size was 6,400 sq ft.
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VSL & Partners
transacted
approximately 355,000
sq ft or 41% of take up
during 2013 (either as
agent, joint agent or
acquiring agent).

Office supply levels showed a marginal decrease of 4% to 682,500 sq ft. The
Grade A stock comprising brand new never occupied offices is now zero,
reflecting the fact that the last round of development was in 2005. The only
speculative development remains are Buildings 101/102 Milton Park, due for
completion in 2014.

Major office deals in 2013

Park Central
VSL leased 8,600 sq ft of prime Oxford
city centre office space to the Institute of
Actuaries at a headline rent of £20.00 per
sq ft.

Major industrial deals in 2013

2011
2010

University of Oxford

Former Coop site, Osney Mead,
Oxford

33,000 sq ft

Argenta

Isis House, Cowley, Oxford

33,000 sq ft

Atlas Copco

18 Nuffield Way, Oxford

31,700 sq ft

Vogue Housewares

21 Nuffield Way, Abingdon

37,000 sq ft

UHS Group

177 Milton Park, Abingdon

51,000 sq ft

Burgner House,
Oxford Business Park

8,020 sq ft

3663

90 Bicester Park, Bicester

91,000 sq ft

Institute of Actuaries

Park Central, Oxford

8,600 sq ft

Unipart Automotives

31-34 Murdock Road, Bicester

50,000 sq ft

Trip Advisor

Fletcher House,
The Oxford Science Park

14,000 sq ft

Smart Garden
Products

Beaumont House, East Point,
Oxford

14,000 sq ft

Darbys

Midland House, Oxford

16,000 sq ft

Holiday Lettings

Hinshelwood Building,
Oxford Business Park

30,000 sq ft

The second hand stock is being replenished by a mixture of consolidation,
relocation and efficiency drives by businesses and the local authorities.
It is encouraging to see a number of larger deals complete towards the end of
the year which we hope will follow through to 2014.
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Current Market Conditions
As the market recovers from difficult times the lack of any recent industrial
development could hamper future business growth. Whilst the recovery is well
cemented, property values and bank confidence are not yet sufficiently advanced
to permit any form of speculative development. Business growth will therefore be
dependent upon design and build solutions for occupiers rather than speculative
builds and the time lag and costs associated with this will impact upon the wider
industrial market.
A34 Corridor Industrial Supply & Take Up

Old Station Way, Eynsham
VSL sold 50,000 sq ft of office and industrial
space to SS Tube Technology for a new
manufacturing facility.
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Beaumont House, Oxford Ring Road
Letting to Palmer Capital to Cancer Partners,
a private cancer treatment facility.

Project Evergreen 3

21 Nuffield Way,
Abingdon
Sale of building for CBRE
Global Investors to Vogue
Housewares for owner
occupation.

In May 2013 Chiltern Railways announced that the final obstacles holding up this project had
been defected by a High Court decision allowing this development to proceed. Work started in
the summer of 2015 with the existing Oxford to Bicester line due to be closed in February 2014.
The new line is the first new rail links between two major British cities for 100 year and will open
in the summer of 2015 with new stations at Bicester Town and Oxford Parkway. The line will
eventually reach Oxford train station by 2017, offering significant economic benefits to the region.

The Best and Worst of Oxford
Two reports have highlighted key issues in Oxford. The PWC and Demos index rated Oxford
first out of 36 cities as the best to live and worst in. Criteria included quality of life which is
undoubtedly one of our keys benefits. However, the Cities Outlook 2013 report which compared
64 UK cities found Oxford the least affordable city. Average house prices were put at £380,000,
15 times greater than the average salary of only £25,800.

Oxford Innovation Engine Report
VSL and Partners is an
independent Oxford based
consultancy offering advice
in respect of all aspects
of commercial property
including valuation, landlord &
tenant, rating, management,
investment, development
and agency work. For more
information contact:Richard Venables
rvenables@vslandp.com
Richard Sherrott
rsherrott@vslandp.com
Andrew Lockhart
alockhart@vslandp.com
Tom Barton
tbarton@vslandp.com
Duncan May
dmay@vslandp.com

In October 2013 a report was published jointly by the University of Oxford, Science Oxford and
Oxfordshire Local Enterprise Partnership. This aimed to demonstrate the unique qualities and
opportunities within the Oxfordshire knowledge economy but also the constraints it faces. It
identified Oxford does not just have a single cluster but many clusters over a wide geographic
area with strong connections to the two Universities and identified a knowledge, economy spine
connecting Bicester, Oxford and Science Vale. It has been a key document to enable central
government to understand the importance of Oxfordshire to the national economy and enable
more funding to be directed to the County.

Cowley celebrates 100 years of car
manufacturing
2013 saw the centenary of car production in Oxford together with new record output from BMW’s
Oxford mini plant. The first mini was produced on 8 May 1959 and in 1994 BMW acquired the
Oxford plant with manufacturing of the new mini launched in April 2001. Five models are now
produced at Oxford and BMW have invested over £750 million in a new robotic production
line. In 2011 3,800 people were employed by mini and in 2013 1,000 more permanent contract
positions were awarded from agency positions mainly in Oxford. Production is now 260,000 cars
per year with 80% of minis exported to over 99 countries.

Permitted development
On 30th May 2013 the coalition government changed planning regulations relating to Permitted
Development. The most significant change is that offices (Use Class B1a) can be changed to
residential (Use Class C3) without the need for planning permission so long as there is no material
physical change to the building. This also overrides CIL and S106 contributions. In Oxford city
where there is a 50% requirement for affordable housing on any development this will be an
attractive proposition to developers.

Venables Sherrott
Lockhart and Partners Ltd
22 Bankside
Kidlington
Oxford OX5 1JE

t 01865 848488

www.vslandp.com

Notes
Office data based on transactions in excess of 3,000 sq ft NIA.
Industrial data based on transactions in excess of 5,000 sq ft GIA.
VSL Oxfordshire A34 Commercial Property Reports focus on the central Oxfordshire area and
excludes Banbury and Henley.

